Subtrac(on
Skills
YR to Y6

Addi$on and Subtrac$on Structures

Part-whole model (PW)

The part-whole model is useful to show the structure of the whole set and how it can be
split into parts that make up the whole.
If the model is being used to show pa?ern eg. how many ways can we split the number 7;
use one colour of cube
If the model is being used to show one calcula(on eg. 4 + 5 = 9 then two colours of cube
should be used
Use stem sentences to reinforce the concept “9 is the whole, 4 is a part and 5 is a part”.

Expose mathema$cal structure and work systema$cally
• Use images to see pa?erns
• Make connec(ons between models
• Ask ‘What is the same? What is diﬀerent?’
• Show that the same structure can be applied to more complex numbers

Tens frame – this is a powerful image as it shows
the size of each number and how it relates to
ten

7+5= 7+ 3 + 2

Early Stages

Subtrac$on Skills 1
Later Stages

Subtrac$on skill: Count back
Children need lots of prac(ce at coun(ng back and
knowing what numbers come ‘1 less than’ or ‘2
less than’ numbers on a number line.

Count back is a very useful mental calcula(on
strategy when the number to subtract:
• is a single digit
5493 - 7
•

Is a mul(ple of 10

387.4 - 20

•

Is a near mul(ple of 10

6074 - 39

Pu_ng counters alongside a number line helps children to count back rather than just coun(ng the group of
counters from 1 again to see how many are lea aaer taking away.

Subtrac$on skill: Count on (Finding the diﬀerence)
Children need to make the connec(on between
taking away and ﬁnding the diﬀerence by
coun(ng on.
26 - 18 = ?
Diﬀerence towers and
bar models help to show
this clearly.
Eg. 9 - 5 = ?

When children are familiar with the bar model the
concept of adding on to ﬁnd the diﬀerence in a
subtrac(on ques(on becomes more secure.
156 – 87 = ? We can count on from 87 up to
156 to ﬁnd the diﬀerence
87 + 13 + 56 = 87 + 69 = 156

Early Stages

Subtrac$on Skills 2

Subtrac$on skill: Subtrac$ng mul$ples of 10
It is important to be able to subtract mul(ples of
10 from any two digit number.
This can be shown by
subtrac(ng Numicon or Diennes
10 blocks

15

25

35

Later Stages

When children are conﬁdent subtrac(ng
mul(ples of 10 from numbers it becomes an
eﬃcient mental calcula(on strategy to par((on
the second number and subtract the tens digit
then the units digit.
Eg. 176 - 42 = 176 - 40 - 2 = 136 - 2 = 134

Numicon and Diennes clearly show what is happening to the numbers as mul(ples of ten are subtracted. Place value
counters, hundred squares, place value cards and number ﬂip boards show how the symbolic representa(on changes.

Subtrac$on skill: Rounding and Adjus$ng
When a number is close to a mul(ple of 10, an
eﬃcient strategy is to round the number up or down
and then adjust it to get to the actual answer

This can be applied to larger numbers eg.
468 – 39

Eg. 64 - 9

It is useful to show what is happening to the number
by using Diennes to subtract ten and put a unit back
or Numicon by subtrac(ng ten then adding one.

This can be applied to decimal numbers eg.
37.6 – 3.8

Early Stages

Subtrac$on Skills 3

Subtrac$on skill: Same diﬀerence (sliding)

Understanding the structure of subtrac(on and the
diﬀerence can help children to use the skill of
sliding numbers to ﬁnd the diﬀerence between
them.
The ﬁrst step is to spot pa?erns of numbers which
have the same diﬀerence eg.
6-2=4
7–3=4
8–4=4
9–5=4

Diﬀerence strip of 4

Later Stages

If children understand how shiaing works and can
apply the structure it can be a very useful subtrac(on
strategy to use in upper KS2.
174 - 69 = 175 – 70 = 105
314 - 78 = 316 - 80 = 236
47.3 - 19.9 = 47.4 - 20 = 27.4
132.5 – 3.8 = 132.7 – 4 = 128.7
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In Y4 onwards this can then be used to think about
16 – 9; is this the same as 17 – 10?

Tricky subtrac(on calcula(ons can be made into much
simpler mental calcula(ons using the shiaing strategy.
5000 – 3672 (very hard using the column method)
4999 – 3671 (much easier using the column method!)

Cuisenaire rods of a certain length sliding along number lines/metre s(cks are good for showing how the same
diﬀerence works.

Subtrac$on
Skills
4
Early Stages
Later Stages
Subtrac$on skill: Linking subtrac$on and addi$on
It is important to help children to see the link between
subtrac(on and addi(on. The part whole diagram and
bar model are useful pictures to show this.

The part whole diagram and bar model help
children to understand what calcula(on is needed
when working out missing box ques(ons.
352 -

11 - 6 = 5

11 - 5 = 6

6 + 5 = 11

= 156

5 + 6 = 11

A clothes hanger with pegs that can be ﬂipped from front to back is useful to show this skill. Cuisennaire rods
and mul(link cubes in bars are also helpful to show the connec(on.

Subtrac$on skill: Using a wriVen method Decomposi$on Stage 1: Without re-grouping
Children move from working on a number line to an
expanded version of column subtrac(on.
146 - 32 = ?

100 (100-0)
10 (40-30)
4 (6-2)

Once the children are secure with the expanded
version and understand the place values, they move
onto the compact method.

Place value counters, Diennes or money can be used
to show how numbers are subtracted across the
place values.

Early Stages

Subtrac$on Skills 5
Later Stages

Subtrac$on skill: Using a wriVen method Decomposi$on Stage 2: With re-grouping
Children move from working on a number line to an
expanded version of column subtrac(on
152 - 87 = ?

Once the children are secure with the expanded
version and understand the place values, they move
onto the compact method with re-grouping.

Subtrac$on skill: Using a wriVen method Decomposi$on Stage 3: With re-grouping
and involving a ‘zero’ in one of the re-grouping place values
Children need to understand that 80
tens become 79 tens and the other ten
is put in front of the 2 to become 12.
700 tens become 699 tens and the other
ten is put in front of the 3 to become 13.

The Four Opera(ons
Es$ma$ng

Problem Solving

As children progress through stages of
learning within each opera(on, they
must be able to es(mate by having good
number sense eg. what is a reasonable
answer to 34+123?
Round each number and add. 30 + 120 =
150, so around 150 would be a
reasonable answer.

Children need to experience using the
opera(ons in real-life experiences
through problem solving. Eg. If I spend
£298 on a new bicycle and £84 on a new
helmet, how much change will I have
from £500?

They also need to be able to check
answers by using the inverse opera(on
eg. If 23 + 97 = 120, does 120 – 97 = 23?

Children need to apply their learning to
real life experiences to deepen their
understanding through applica(on.

